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SYMMETRIC MAXIMAL IDEALS IN M(G)
SADAHIRO SAEKI
Let G be a nondiscrete locally compact abeiian group, and M(G) the convolution algebra of bounded regular measures on G. In this paper, the following is proved: Let {λ k }% =Q be a countable subset of M C + {G), OΦ λ o eM Q (G) , and {CJ£U a countable family of σ-compact subsets of G such that hi% + C*) = 0 for all x e G and all fc = 0,1, 2,
. Then there exists a nonzero measure σ e Mt (supp λ 0 ) with compact support such that λ k [x -f C k + G p (supp σ)] = 0 for all x 6 G and all k = 0, 1, 2, . A consequence of this result is the following: Let Y be the closed ideal in M(G) which is generated by U {L 1^* ): k = 0,1, 2, •} for some countable subset UJΓ-o of M C (G) . Then there exist ''fairly many" symmetric maximal ideals in M(G) which contain U {L ι {μ)ι μe Y}\jM a (G) but not M Q (G) . Here L^μ) denotes the set of the measures in M(G) which are absolutely continuous with respect to \μ\.
Throughout the paper, let G be a nondiscrete locally compact abeiian group, G its dual, and M{G) the convolution algebra of bounded regular measures on G. We use the following customary notations:
L\G) = M a (G) c M 0 (G) c M C (G) c M(G) .
Here M 0 (G) denotes the closed ideal of those measures in M(G) whose Fourier transforms vanish at infinity. For the definitions of MJfi) and M C (G), see [3: (19.13) ]; for the second inclusion, see [8:5.6.9] or [4] . Given a measure μeM(G), we denote by L\μ) the set of those measures in M(G) which are absolutely continuous with respect to \μ\ % For a set K in G, define (K\ = Kϋ(~K) and {K) n -(K)^ + {K\ (n = 2, 3, .. •) .
Thus, the union of all (K) n , denoted by G P (K) , is the subgroup of G generated by K. 
Furthermore, the set of all θ's with these properties has cardinal number larger than or equal to max {2 ω , Card G}. Here ω denotes the smallest uncountable cardinal.
Theorem 1 improves the main result in [6] and its Corollary generalizes a theorem of Rudin [7] (see N. Th. Varopoulos [9] in this connection). The idea of our proof is due to T. W. Korner [5: Ch. XIII] . Although the arguments needed are similar to those in [6] , we give a detailed proof of Theorem 1.
We need some lemmas. LEMMA 1. Let λ be a measure in Mt{G), and D a compact subset of G such that X(x + D) -0 for all xeG. Then, for each finite set F in G, neN (the natural numbers) and e > 0, there exists a neighborhood V of 0 e G such that
Proof. Let F, n, and ε be as above. Take a compact set K in G so that \(G\K) < ε, and fix any neighborhood V Q of 0 with compact closure. Since 
Proof. Since G is metrizable and λ 0 is continuous, we may assume that λ 0 is carried by a totally disconnected compact set.
Suppose first that there exist a natural number q and an element y e G such that (a) and His at most countable, we can find an element x m+1 e V m+ι so that
It is now easy to prove that the elements x γ -x 0 , , x m -x 0 , x m+1 -x Q are independent. By induction on m, we obtain (c).
Suppose next that X Q [E(q, y)\ = 0 for all q e N and all yeG. Then F = {x 6 supp λ 0 : ord x < <>o} has λ o -measure zero, so that there exists a nonempty compact, perfect subset K o of (supp X 0 )\F which satisfies (a). It is now easy to prove that (b) and (c) hold for x Q = 0. Proof. Since F is compact while K is totally disconnected and compact, there is a finite partition {Kj}" =1 of K into disjoint clopen subsets which satisfies (i) and
for all χeF and all j = 1, 2, -, n.
, n, then we have
To see this, take any x o e K 3 . Then χeF implies
Adding these inequalities for all i's, we obtain (ii).
To prove the following lemma, we need a definition. Let K be a subset of G whose elements have the same order q o (2 <£ q 0 <; oo). where the i£ Λ are compact subsets of G while the C Λ% are compact subsets of G such that C kn c C Λ(%+1) for all k and w. (It is well-known that G is metrizable if and only if G is σ-compact. See, for example, [4] .) Let λ be the measure in
for all Borel subsets E of G. Then, O^λe Mt{G) and the elements in supp λ = K o -x 0 have the same order q 0 .
We shall now construct a sequence (n p )" =ι of natural numbers, a sequence MQΓ=i of finite collections of disjoint clopen subsets of K o -x 0 , a sequence (cr n )n=i of probability measures in L x (λ), and a sequence {F n )^λ of compact subsets of G. They will satisfy the following three conditions. Every σ n has the form (i ) σ n = X ajXj where each α 7 is a positive real number, λ 7 = λ 11 the restriction of λ to /, and
For n -1, such ^J\ y σ lf and F t may be quite arbitrary. We set % x = 1, and suppose that n p , <J^p, σ np , and F np have been constructed for some p e N. Let l p -Card ^J^ , and write Let ilίp be the largest natural number such that (1) and set 234 SADAHIRO SAEKI (2) T P = {Ad^n;. 1 ^ Card A ^ M P ) = {A r )\U .
We may assume (3)
A r = {I r } = {I?} (r = l,2, .-,«.
We shall inductively construct the J? n , σ n , and F n for all n e N with n P < n tί n p + s p as follows. Suppose that «J^, σ n and ^ have been constructed for some n -n v + r -1 (r -1, 2, , s P ), and put (4) J^; = {Je^ IcJ for some Je^. r } .
We can find (finite) collections {bf}j of real numbers and collections {Lf}j of disjoint clopen subsets of K e SΓ n which satisfy the following six conditions:
0 < bfσ n (Lf) < 2r ι σ n (K) VKeST n and V,
The sets {Lf} KJ are Mp-independent
tl and Vfc = 0, 1,
The above conditions are met as follows: For each KeJ tl, apply Lemma 3 to σ = σ n \ K, e = 2~nσ n {K) and F = F n . Let {iQ y be a finite partition of K as in Lemma 3. Using property (c) in Lemma 2, we can find xfeK ά so that U {{xf} 3 : Ke JsΓ n } is independent. If we choose Lf c K 3 so that xf e Lf and the diameter of each Lf is "sufficiently small", then (8) and (9) hold and so does (10) by Lemma 1. Finally, it suffices to set bf = σ n {Kj)jσ n {Lf).
We now define
(ii) j*f w = ^JΪ;, ^+ 1 = J5f* u ( U {Lf}
and take a compact subset F n+1 of G, with F Λ+1 Ό E n+ί U F Λ , so that (ii) holds with n replaced by n + 1. We repeat the above process with n p replaced by n p+ί = n p + s p , which completes our induction. Let σ^ be a weak-* cluster point of (3), (4), and (11) that
This, combined with (10) and (13), shows
for all x e G and all k = 0, 1, , n p . (Note that C kn c C k{n+1) for all k and %.) Thus, fixing x e G and & G {0, 1, 2,
•}, and letting p -> <>o, we have λjbfa; + C k + (supp σJJ = 0 (x e G; k = 0, 1, 2, •) .
But evidently supp σ -(supp O + x Q , and so (P x ) holds. It remains to show that σ vanishes at infinity and that (supp σ) -x 0 is independent. Although these are proved in [5:Ch. XIII, [151] [152] [153] , we give their proofs to make the paper self-contained.
Suppose n p ^ n < n p+1 (p, n e N) , and write n = n p + r -1 (r = 1, 2, , s p ). Then we have
Λ t J? w J £ A r J £ Aγ
Here the equality follows from (4), (6) and (12) while the last inequality follows from (1) and (2). If χ e F n9 then But G = Ui=i -PV by (in) and lim p ilί* = oo by construction. Thus the above inequality shows that σ^ e C 0 (G), or equivalently, that σe C 0 (G). Finally we prove that (supp σ) -x 0 -supp σ^ is independent. Let x u x 2j * ,Xt be distinct elements of suppσ^. It is easy to see that
Therefore, there is an n o eN such that x lf x 2 , •••,»« belong to distinct sets in ^ whenever n ^ n 0 . Take any p e N so that n p ^ n 0 and M P > t, and let A = {I e w^ : I contains some x n } . 
Proof. For each i = 1, 2, , m, choose and fix a measure τ,-e M^iΓj ) with Hollar = m" 1 whose support is totally disconnected. In the proof of Lemma 4, replace λ and K o -x Q by λ' = ΣΓ=i T J and Ui^iSuppr^, respectively; take off condition (9) ; and let σ TO be any measure constructed as there with σ x = λ' and ^f\ = {supp ?".,•}f =1 . Then 0 * /ι y = (j. I KjeM+iKj) (j = 1, 2, , m Lemma 4 . Let also G = UΓ=i E n be as in the proof of Lemma 4. We construct a sequence (^Q~=i of finite collections of disjoint compact subsets of K Q , a sequence (σ w )Γ=i of probability measures in M 0 (K 0 ), and a consequence (JF Λ )~=i of compact subsets of G. They satisfy the following four conditions. Every σ n has the form where each a z is a real positive number, μ τ a probability measure in M Q (I) with supp j« z = I, and ll<r Λ |U= Σ αi==l.
(ii) sup {( ^(χ)!: χ e G\F n } < 2~na 2 Vle^n.
(iϋ) E n aF n .
where if^UR^e^} and 2f Λ = U tfe^: Jg^-i} f or w = 2, 3, •••. For n -1, we apply Lemma 4 to obtain a probability measure σ j. G M 0 (K 0 ) such that (supp σj -x Q is independent and λ*[α + C fc + (supp σJJ -0 (ajGG;fc = 0,l,2, ..-).
Set u^T = {/ = supp σj, μ Σ = G 19 α f = 1, and take any compact subset JF\ of G satisfying (ii) and (iii) for n = 1. Suppose that GX)? =1 , (σ,)? =1 and (^ )? =1 have been constructed for some ne N. Choose and fix any I n e J^ with (1) a In = sup {α/./G^} .
Applying Lemmas 3 and 5, we can find a (finite) collection {δ WJ }y of real numbers, a collection {L^ of disjoint compact subsets of I n , and a collection {μ %i }y of probability measures in M Q (I n ) with supp μ nj = L WJ which satisfy the following four conditions.
(2) 0 < 6 ΛJ < ^"
Vα eG for all fc = 0, 1, 2, . Put ^+ 1 -p*Λ{JJ) U {LJ jf and α, -b nj9 t*z = i"»i for / = L ni V j. Define σ n+1 by the right-hand side of^(i) with n replaced by n + 1. Finally, we take any compact subset F n+1 of G, with F n+1 ZD E n+1 u F n , so that (ii) holds with n replaced by n + 1.
This completes the induction. Let σ be a weak-* cluster point of (tfJΓ=i in M(G). Then it is easy to prove that σ has all the required properties (see [5: Ch. XIII, [151] [152] [153] ). This establishes Theorem 1 for metrizable groups.
To prove the general case, we need one more lemma. 
where H Γ denotes the annίhilator of Γ.
Proof. Let C kn be as in the proof of Lemma 4, and let ^ be the family of all σ-compact, noncompact, open subgroups of G which contain F. Since every C kn is compact, we have Applying Lemma 1, we can find neighborhoods V kn of 0 so that 1, 2, ...;w = l, 2, ->:xeG) .
By (1) Then, it follows from (2) and (3) by (i) in Lemma 6 and (1) , where C r k = π(C k ). Therefore {λi}?= o cilC(G), and we can apply our result for metrizable groups to find a nonzero measure σ' e Mt(supp λό) with compact support such that
Now define a measure σ e M(G) by setting
As is easily seen, we then have (note that α*m 7/ = σ and λ o *m 7/ = λ 0 ). It is also easy to check that 0 Φ σeMo (G) , that suppσ is a compact subset of supp λ 0 , and that
for all xeG and all k = 0, 1, 2, --. This establishes Theorem 1.
Proof of Corollary. Let F be as in the present Corollary. Setting C k = {0} for all k and applying Theorem 1 to {| X k \}ΐ= 0 , we obtain a nonzero measure σ e MJ(supp λ 0 ) with compact support such that Since the ideal 7 is generated by \Jΐ =0 L^λ^), this implies that (1) holds for all τ e Y.
The last statement in the Corollary is now trivial and the proof is complete.
SADAHIRO SAEKI
To prove Theorem 2, we need some notation. Let ^ be a nonempty family of (locally) Borel measurable subgroups of G such that for any countable subfamily J7\ of ^f there exists a subgroup He which contains all L e ^~0. Define (W) and χe Γ, we construct a complex homomorphism Ψ Aχ of M(G) as follows. Let ^~ -^A be the family of subgroups of G each of which is generated by U {L«: a e B) for some countable subset B of A. We define Ψ AX by setting ( 4) Ψ AX (μ) = C
